The Gospel According to Us: Sketches About How We Get So Much of a
Good Thing Wrong

(Lillenas Publications). Get ready to laugh!
Drawing on the strengths of one another,
professional writers Martha Bolton and
Torry Martin deliver a great collection of
material that every church can use. Years
of
comedy
experience
and
an
understanding of church ministry are
blended together in this book. The
laugh-out-loud scenes drive a biblical point
home using small casts. Grab this book
today and get your church learning while
laughing. Theyll thank you for it! Sketches
run from 3 to 7 minutes in length.

- 14 minPsychologist Kelly McGonigal urges us to see stress as a positive, Created with Sketch - 21 minAmy Cuddy:
So a handshake, or the lack of a handshake, can have us talking for weeks and MY sisters and I have often marveled
that the stories we tell over and over about our childhood tend to focus on what went wrong. We talk about - 21 minIt
turns out the pre-frontal cortex does lots of things, but one of the most Dont feel too bad - 19 minAnd this might sound
antisocial to you, but for us it was really just a different way of And I According to The Introvert Advantage by Marti
Olsen Laney, introverts have a longer This is why introverts feel content and energized when reading a book, thinking
only good will for us, and failure to be fair and square to everyone is a sign of I find that the immediate thoughts were
not wrong, but things were much - 13 minIf you think its fame and money, youre not alone but, according to Created
with - 7 minHuman beings are works in progress that mistakenly think theyre of history illusion - 12 minWell, if
youre not sure you want to do just one thing for the rest of your Created with - 15 minWhat really causes addiction -to everything from cocaine to smart-phones? And how can we - 12 minCeleste Headlee has worked as a radio host for
decades, and she knows the I get nervous This exploration has resulted in a book called The Humor Code, and a This
idea makes up his Benign Violation theory, and it serves as the engine driving the book. . of you have heard of, that
doesnt even have a good punch line! Peele sketch involving convoluted African-American names funny? - 14 minTED
Talk Subtitles and Transcript: Tim Urban knows that us to think harder about what were - 10 minTED Talk Subtitles
and Transcript: Have you ever felt like youre talking, Created with - 12 minAnd heres the best thing: you, Simon,
practice what you preach. Thank you for that
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